Human Salvation

There is no higher a bar, than eating and consuming, the resources and Meat of Hell, that is, eating the body of Christ. What Resources, will Common Heritage of Man Consume? Common Heritage of Man, will result in the outcome, of a Primitive Man, who is a Squatter on Hell, and on the dinner plate, of the Minx animal, which is who we are. I have a new Answer to Human Salvation; those who are willing, must move towards a life Style of a tribal Stone Age, or face the peril of Doom. Satan desires autonomy, I’m Guessing we have until 150 Calper’s Age, for the willing to change. The Divine is not happy with Jesus, David or Common Heritage of Man, and is mostly unhappy with the Koran. In the end, I Guess it is Goliath, who has Won.
The Satan Bible: Book Of White

The Fundamentalist Religion of Satan.

Is Satan your Lord?

It is our belief that the Divine has no anatomy, is the creator of life, and the engine of evolution; though no one Created the Universe. We are not Illuminati, who strives in the Illusion of Intelligence and we are not the Surrogate, of any standing Religion. We explain our place with, The Three Wees of Satan; Satan Divine, Satan Creed, and Satan all. The Devil has no anatomy, is the Axis of Evil, and hence the Divine.

Luciferian Satan,

The King James Versions Holy Bible, is where Civilization is broken today, as Lucifer is not the Devil, the claim that he is, was made by Abraham and is not true. The Ku Klux Klan is both Christian, and the Illuminati. The Christian story on Lucifer, was used when Adam Weishaupt, the founder of the Illuminati, tried to take over the Satan religion and attempted to put an end to the Lucifer doctrine of Satan. Of this sin, Humans have been condemned, to believe that the universe was created. It is true Lucifer is a Demon, and he is the Author of the first written, Satan Bible. As Lucifer’s original book has been forgotten and lost, we have re-created this original book, The Old Testament, for the, “Salvation from Creation” Movement. We are the Fundamentalist Religion of Satan.

A Swastika, is an inverted Klu Klux Klan Cross. The Cross you cannot, invert. Hitler was Illuminati.

Jesus was not a Demon, if Jesus was a Demon, he would have wanted to eat his followers. Demons are not from Heaven, and there are no Angels. “No one, is the flesh of the Divine.”

The Eternal Answer,

The Demon Bible is an Alternative to Science, where we believe Eternity is real. Book of White, of the Demon author of Satan Creed.

The Truth of Einsteinian Science, the one world Religion of the New World order.

Energy = Mass × Consumption Squared, whereby it is believed that the universe, (that is, Mass) is consuming, and will one day end. Leaving Supernovas; with remaining, multiple, dead universes.

The term Science didn’t Exist Before World War one, in respect of Christianity the subject was spoken of as philosophy. In fact, the word Science is a close cousin of Conoscen, meaning knowledge in our language, and is only a recent adaptation. Cono means invert; reversing the meaning of Scen, to mean knowledge. Without Cono, the word Scen means Lie, and Science is Hitler’s, Freemason, KKK, New Age Bible’s, One World Religion. In our language we might say: “Cono dês Quiouat.. iiee!!”

We recognize Einstein beliefs, to be a sibling of fundamentalist Satan, a Dooms day cult.

Due to the double pirouette, of the Eternal Answer, Einstein’s Dooms day theory’s, are not relative.
Satan’s Eden,

026 no more oil. 032 last of the High-Tension power grid and in 119 years from there, we will wring the lemon dry and won’t have the resources to support a solar society; either. With this considered, nature is more concerned about their shrinking habitat, rather than global warming and human primary objective, that is, Renewable energy will be likely to increase the human population, thus leading to the shrinking of animal habitat. What are we going to do? All I have to do is eat like a budgie and I'll stay fit and fine, it’s called living off the land, we can set the cattle free and manage heard numbers for the hunters. We can have the Government, "let's all go mad over normal weather," or, we can learn about the Devil, as Devil is a woman. To liberate yourself you must find freedom in the Devil; ask why the Devil is the only force of justice, and free yourself from the daily burden of non-belief. The Axis purrs as she is our Devil; in Roman times Satan was the warrior’s religion, let’s explore why it should be again today.

Excretions of the Satan Bible,

We pray to the same God, it's just that we paint ours to be of a dark image. The terms God, Goddess and Devil all elude to the same thing in our texts; there is reason we notion a divine? Which is a third party of welfare; this is what we term the axis of evil and the axis is not sentient. Yes, non-sentient Divinity, the Axis of Evil Has no anatomy. You've got to look at what gives you your strength! With Satan numbers are a physical thing; yes, where matter, can even form around numbers. Satan is a Woman:) Because Satan begins with her own submission, though with time she gains power submitting all to her and a Boa Constrictor is not a Man; she does embody us, and we are given strength. she! is the mighty lord Satan. It's a wisdom a wisdom is an avenue.

History,

The Lucifer bible of Satan gave the Romans the freedom to think and be the most powerful rulers of their day; with the depletion of energy we look to be faced with living the Roman way of life again. A logical adaption is to use the proven tools, for the proven lifestyle, inherently making Satan the logical choice.

The Holy Grail,

In Roman times Satan didn’t become the book of choice through a war, it was a choice made by the divine of Satan; but it is the story of Goliath, where Goliath threw the stone, except it wasn't a stone, it was more of a magical book. Satan didn't sell the world; Jesus was a disciple and an author. The rest of the disciples, they all committed suicide and the demon involved was a female who was left trodden and horribly abused. The more Science tries to disprove Satan, the more they see it as correct, adding wind to the fire of Satan. Again, Satan is rising creaking through the shadows, with darkness emerging. Apocalypse drawing near, with a new law to grace the land.

Draconian Dragons
Hiroshima was two sticky grenades and a Diesel Bomb that didn’t destroy a building. Nor can we see electrons, or obtain Hydrogen from water, H2O. Radioactive, is a poisonous gas, which occurs when burning Led as a Gas, that is, Hydrogen, and this does cause thyroid cancer. Nuclear fuel rods are a steam boiler room, where the burning of Uranium oxide, Yellow Cake, produce the remaining toxin of Led. This Led is then enriched, that is, dissolved with acid, to make Hydrogen, for use in Hydrogen Bombs, and Rocket fuel.

We don’t believe in Dinosaurs or Carbon dating either.

Satan wasn’t wrong.

In BC the practice of emulsification or chemistry was thought to be witchcraft, though the fact remains that elements don't change. The atomic principle protons, neutrons, electrons; is an alchemy experiment that never succeeded. The concept of molecular sharing has no evidence; until they turn led into gold, that is, Science claims a molecule shares, but it doesn’t give, but if it doesn't give it's true that it's not sharing; yes, they are still trying to turn led into gold, all I see is emulsification and an emulsification, is a compound and not a molecule. So, it’s true that the principle of the atom, is only a philosophy; In fact! I’ve never seen evidence of a molecule being made, it's all hogwash, like water into wine. Making a molecule suggests a change in state; to explain, you can't turn Aluminum into water, it is the claim of Science that you can!! It is the claim of Science! that molecules are made from burning combinations of matter. Try burning a compound? And see what you can make? Well, just figure, Carbon is all you will make; with not a molecule to be found. Again emulsification, i.e. compounds explains all, and compounds are not molecules; pure Satan of the pagan age presents a full spectrum of belief, yet to be conquered by fact; will water do both sheer and angle.

The Distance, To the Sun.

As a parallax is an incomplete sum, alternatively, if a plane can take a day to travel around the world, and the moon takes a month, the moon is traveling at less than 120 kph; here we can savvily say, the earth is orbiting the sun quite slowly. In one toley waddle, traveling at the speed of a small Jet aircraft; 766.6 kph, in three hundred and sixty-five days, and six hours, or 365.25, that is, a toley waddle, which by my calculation is 1.6 laps of the Sun, the earth has travelled 6,720,000 km. This distance, ÷ 1.6 revolutions = one orbit/lap of the Sun or 4,200,000 km ÷ (2×(350 ÷ 111)) = the distance to the sun 666,000 km. So, if you take a pragmatic velocity and measure a circumference, you can then calculate the radius and measure the distance to the Sun; Is it a parallax question?

We are Different.

All unanimous organisms are un-inordinately same and different and therefor incomplete. Besides us, Satan Creed, because we are complete, and therefore we are different. Ibruks souls are a medium that traverse time and may have a mass; once their soul’s die, their souls eternally live in the past. If time was a two-way street it would have a mass, Murphy’s Law? In this, we know time is a one-way street, therefore time has no mass. Space passes with time, as Space is the bearer of all matter, and has its own life forms; these are Demons. Demons are a different kind of mass, and via their chrysanthemum are eternal spirit forms. Demons are from Hell and created further from the Sun, under UV light by the non-anatomical, Devil Divine moon inception. Hence Demons are different, and not time affluent. As Ibruk lifeforms, are created closer to the Sun and are from Venus, in a zone affected by time radiation light, and therefore are time affluent.

Demons are created under the moon of our here Hell, and are belonging to the moon of our here Hell.
The Three Wees of Satan; Satan Creed, Satan Divine and Satan all; Satan is Mother. Satan is the bearer of all knowledge.

Satan Divine, The Devil; The Devil has no anatomy; the space between our spirits, space, time, The Axis of Evil; the Divine is Aware, and has a Mass.

Satan Creed, we have anatomy, are Demons and have ESP. Can conceive and collaborate, Demons have Spirits, are Divine soldiers of nature and Immortal. Demons are an advanced animal species, that don’t participate in a society, that’s practices extinct itself.

Satan All, has anatomy, the Tool Maker, where societal science is a myth. Can think, therefore they are; Ibruk means Space food, they can’t take a commission and they cannot own their bodies. Their Bodies are payment for the rent, and the commission is one they cannot own.

**Justice of the Tooth,**

Animals want their food and land,

We have justice to eat Humans, because they don’t know why they are here. We didn’t invade them, and we have no anti; the two items they claim to be their justice of invasion. The truth is they just want to eat our meat, at their second holiday home, in the Stars. It is clear they have no justice of invading our Hell, and we will let the Devil be the judge.

We didn't become a higher animal and overcome the need for Religion.

Propaganda doesn’t have a Demon audience.

A law for one is a law for all.

**Left Hand, of the Diamond Triangle,**

800 years ago,

**Hindu,** The Vegetarian Monument.

**Emerald Buddha,** Karma, The wealth Monument.

**Tibetan Buddha,** the Great wall of China, the roads monument.

The Left hand of the Diamond Triangle, didn’t have a demon in association.

The New Left Hand, 000 CA,

**New Age Bible,** of Christian Orient.

**Resurrection of Reality,** of Hindu Orient.

**The Anti-Christ,** of Emerald Buddha Orient.

Satan is not a leg of any table.

**Right Hand, 900 Years ago,**

**The Aztec** Idol Monument began in Africa, Built Canoes.

**The Pagan** Stonehenge Monument in England built the Rotunda round house.

**The Persian** Pyramids of Egypt, the Building monument.

**Right Half of the diamond triangle,**

600 years ago,

**The Jewish** Monument is money.

**The Muslim** monument the Sphinx in Persia, built a purpose.

**The Christian** Monument, the Crucifix in Rome, the Resources monument.
Einsteinians want to Change us, the many forms of Eternal Religion.

Civilization is an African Monument and Jesus is driving a Stolen Car. Africans Will have to build Their own parallel three stone Monument Society again, adjacent to the coming new three stone monument society, of Calpers in European blood.

Herbivore is suffering and embracement of peace, suffering is what makes Satan Eternal, Suffering is a Woman. Lucifer is the Mother of Meek, and Tartarus is the Mother of Strong.

Cats who fight from corners, don't scratch them self.

The Old Testament,

Turning the Pentacle upside down is a disrespect to Satan, they call them-selves Satanist, and they have no belief in the doctrine of Satan. In fact the story they believe in, is from the pages of Abraham, and yes this means, they believe in the doctrine, of Christianity and the Koran as well. You must wear the Pentacle, the right way of the Cross, to believe in Satan, and you must live exactly as The Satan Bible, Book Of White Details, or you will fall into doom, including living a passage towards a Stone Age.

You must Believe in Fundamental Satan.

You can believe light is matter, or you can believe space vibrates. Science is about Spaceships, and Satan has no belief in Spaceships. Hence Satan Creed believes in philosophy, which is encompassed in this book, documenting principals of its design. The original Satan bible has by-enlarge been forgotten or lost, find Devil in today’s changing topography. The Eternal Answer re-instils the core points of this lost tradition, accurate to its original Lucifer context. What is Satan waiting for in today’s society, essential reading.

Auschwitz was just as much designed for killing Satan Creed, as it was for any other group; Auschwitz caused a death cult of global proportion. Due to Demon immortality, no Demons died in Auschwitz; Hitler was trying to inherit the Earth.

$\pi$ is a ratio that is measured; the circumference of a circle, divided by its diameter, = $\pi$. It’s no miracle.

The Eternal Answer is a revitalization of the oldest stone for nature; the philosophy that changes the round room of Science, that is the theory of attraction of mass, Energy = Mass $\times$ Consumption Squared. Squared to indicate the second process of the burning of fuel, the M in the formula. The E representing the Catalyst energy being Gravity. Catalyst energy and fuel energy squeeze together like an olive press, consuming Lava and creating the attraction to the Sun, Supernova is consumption, so in order to prove $E=Mc^2$ we are looking for evidence of Lava consumption, under the Ground, as in Empty Lava Caves.

In answer to this debauchery we say, “All theories of consumption cannot exist, as in a universe where there is consumption, in 400 years, there is nothing.”

The Passion Fruit theory, In conjunction with Supernova, Earth Should look like an over ripe Passion Fruit; $Mc^2 = 0$.

Galaxies and nebulas cannot, be seen with a telescope, and are a fictional photographic special affect.

Who is Einstein’s true Ally?
The Jewish fell Persia and the Christians fell Rome.

Moses had a philosopher like Einstein, who became Demonically possessed and died; David, where Lucifer was born who lived on and was the author of the first written Satan Bible. In our history Lucifer is the real David, who won our avenue for Minx. Nature has Mussel on this Mane, because David is not a Woman.

When Lucifer was born in David; killing David, Lucifer tipped the plant of Abraham, and made it strong, Where Paganism is an un-tipped Ibruk plant, where the resulting outcome is a Dinosaur park.

The Psyche ward is raising Strong plants like Abraham; they will all grow up Abraham and I think they prefer to be a Dinosaur park.

Because Socialism has it's David, who currently stands as a one-legged Pirate, trying to Salamander and there we have Einstein at the disco of the Blue Oyster, while Hitler is trying to eat his girlfriend; where his girlfriend is trying to wear the pants. Socialism is a conqueror like the Romans, this will bring about a new BC Caveman society.

The Jewish Bible started the sequence of events, that eventually brought about the collapse of Ancient Persian Egypt, and now Socialism has a new agenda on the books of Abraham; in this we pray for a new Socialist Constantine, thou must believe in Eternity, of this there can be no compromise.

Eternity forces won World War One and Two, if Doom wins world War Three, Eternity will still win the series. So, if Ibruks take it to five World Wars, and Doom Wins three of the series, Doom is sure to inherit the Earth.

What is happening this day?

Some would like to suggest Rome fell without a war, and would have you believe, that Christians and The Jewish were not involved! There was only one Christian Ruler of ancient Rome; after Constantine, leadership went back to the Pagan following. As the first Christians were born of the Jewish, and the benefactor of the war that fell Rome. We have the understanding that these Christians, who were originally born Jewish, of Lucifer’s earlier pilgrimage, from Babylon, to the region of Poland, and then to Denmark. Lucifer was and is the first white Person, and was born Exorcist in the body of David, who was a Black Man, in that day everyone was Black. But these Christians, the descendance of Lucifer, the first white man, took arms against The Old Testament Book of Satan; the Book of Ancient Rome. During the war that brought fall to the Roman Government. Whereby the Jewish Book of David, became their Enemy by stealing the badge, of the Satan Bible, and putting it on their own Book, of their Author, the book of David. In by Calling their book, The Old Testament and this book, is used by Christianity today.

Just before the rise of Christianity, the Jewish played the role of the Crusaders, who brought finality to the fall of the Korans, preceding Civilization of Ancient Persian Egypt.

Hitler is the Crusader of today, represented by the left wing of politics, Socialism and Communism today.

My conclusion on Human war, is that everyone is Guilty, and no one is to blame.

Satan Unanimous, United Eternity.
The Eternal Answer,

THE FORCE OF DEVIL DIVINE, HAS NO ANATOMY, IS BOTH THE CREATOR OF LIFE AND THE ENGINE OF EVOLUTION. DEVIL IS PRACTICAL AND ALWAYS RATIONAL. THE UNIVERSE HAD NO BEGINNING AND HAS NO END.

The Perpetual of Orbits,

Magnets and temperature variance. Energy is always a cycle, and never a one-way street. Orbit is the energy of perpetual question; space vibrates with the energy, mostly heat... The energy from all the stars, giving motion only to planets, moons, comets and asteroids. Planets regulate and stay one temperature; this is done by centrifuge and temperature. They regulate their temperature via their distance to the sun and they all work within the same principle; a hot magnet has more attraction, and combined with time, the planet will heat, contracting with nowhere for the energy to go, speeding up its orbit around the Sun. With speed and centrifuge falling back again cooling. With the friction of space, slowing, and with lower centrifuge, magnetic contracting, and pirouetting for a second time; drawing it closer; by this time slower than its former speed and heating the planet by the Sun for another cycle, which we experience as El Nino, a one to eight year weather cycle; Earth spins due to the friction of space.

The Earth is orbiting at a distance of 666,000 km from the sun, Space is inside the planet which tall gears the planets rotation (1669.8 kph) to be faster than the speed of its solar orbit. The earth orbits the Sun at the velocity of a small Jet aircraft 766.6 kph. A year is 1.6 laps of the Sun, or one full toley waddle.

Fields are small but rapid vibrations of predominantly space; hence we call this the singing of space, all nine; sound, heat, time radiation, microwave, electricity, radio, light, magnetic energy and static energy; are fields, a wave is a vibration. At this point we must say, Space is traversing with time at a constant, further time is massless, where Space has a friction and therefore a mass, how long is a bucket, as far as they are carried.

Components of an Eternal DC Star,

A DC incandescent light is the simplest electrical device, where the only required components are resistance and a vacuum. The Sun is in a vacuum and the sun`s own matter acts as a filament, a metal gas filament works the same.

An Eternal DC Star, has a flow of magnetic vibrations, through itself.

An Eternal DC Star is not a magnet, the Stars do not spin, and are stationary.

Even one of Devils mosquitos can understand.

Spin a rock and watch it magnetize, the right kind of rock, for longer. The planets which we know are big magnets, are in orbiting attraction of the Sun, the Sun is like the spool of a generator, with the components of a generator in place, produces heat and light. Space is a superconductor of most fields, including magnetic energy, which behaves a little differently in space because there is no matter to reach the field. So magnetic energy finds the most direct path, to the largest electrical earth in proximity, the Sun, like a DC tesla coil.

We can know that the stars are a DC star/pin-line axis, because without this property there is no illumination. There’s no smoke, to indicate burning.

IN ALL STABILITY energy is a perpetual cycle of the universe, perpetual because the vacuum around the Sun is perfect, that is, anything that is lost is returned. The Sun’s composition is metal gas.

I would like to conclude, that gravity is, the only thing that has such attractive properties and is found in an abundance, static energy. Volcanic activity, is caused by centrifugal friction, via rotation of the planet.

Satan unanimous, united eternity.
Tartarus, 900 years ago,
Tartarus was an Ape,
Tartarus proposed to be a human,
The other Apes thought this was outrageous and it was,
Though through this we all learned to get along, and also learned that through treachery, good things always came.

Lucifer, 600 years ago,
And the Ravens brought him Lard and Flesh in the morning, and Lard and Flesh in the evening, and he drank of the brook.
The day after Lucifer marveled more and more goodness of eating flesh, and looking at the Raven who fed him kindly, he thought, you must feel the same.

Minx history,
Demon’s evolved in divine ruling all human races, in the resemblance of cattle, in a meat breeding exercise.

After the Middle Ages of Persia, and The Ancient Roman Empire; the Immortal Lucifer and his four wives, went from Persia on a pilgrimage around Europe, delivering his White Cargo on his way, and his many demon daughters joined on the way.

All Humans Began in Africa.

Telstar, 000 Calper’s age,
Space flight cannot happen bearing on the principal, of that all space flight navigation is dependent on gravity.
A spinning top needs gravity to stand on a table; a spinning top is a gyro; a gyro is a GDM, a gravity dependent module.
A GDM is required for navigating any form of space flight; a spaceship, is a GDV, a gravity dependent Vehicle.
Psych Ward Diaries,

This Bible is about our the future; we don’t believe in weapons; weapons will impede our evolution.

Leading Sciences rely on presumption; Satan Creed relies on Explanation; I’ll leave it up to you.

We worship retaining our self-conscious behavior, which means we will still mature at the age of nine.
We worship becoming an animal of our own behavior, yes, we are animals of witness to Devil Divine and not witness to Ibruk law.

Through singling our gender to female Women showed Men that she alone was the baker and “Men had no power to evolve.” With this book, I Tuscan Telstar, am to present the Green Flag, and initiate a new multiple instance of Satan Creed born Prides; since Tartarus with his 1000 demon pride offsiders, and the single pride instance of Lucifer with his four Eaves, and his many demon daughters before me. The three only instances where Satan Creed males were born human, Black, White and Minx. Ibruks form in Pride 6 regiment and bare the symbol of the Hexagram; where Satan Creed forms in Pride 5 regiment and bares the symbol of the Pentacle.

The Date of the Beginning of Calper’s age, was chosen to be September 1st, 2010, two Luna cycles before my Exorcist rebirth birthday, of 26th October 2010, and the first day of Spring, 000 Calper’s Age.

Once Lucifer had made the first white blood in Babylon Egypt he then later, during the middle ages of Ancient Rome, moved to Denmark. Where the Pagan Swede's and Noord’s were attracted to the white blood, like bees to nectar. Later on Jesus, who hated the color of his own white skin and was showing black people the food. Do you eat the body of Christ? Jesus defeated the Satan Bible, I’m here to defeat Jesus. In an act of Genocide Black people became carrier pigeons of white skin from eating Lucifer’s descendants of white blood. Jewish Black people were the first Christians, eating the Meek, during a time when all people besides Lucifer’s family were black; these Jewish, were the first carrier pigeons of white blood. To be honest Minx will eat both sides of the table, both black and white; Devil is independent to all life.

The old Freemason bible, The King James Versions Holly Bible, is broken, and was replaced by Hitler’s bible, The New Age Bible Versions.

During my time in Canberra I was Injected with a fatal dose of Toxin in my Home by the Psych ward staff, from this I learned that for a Demon, where there is death there is Resurrection.

Most people are gender confused, but the rest of us know gender is what you have. Gender is selected by giving yourself, a gender purpose; a purpose is a pride.

My Tribunal Detention review is on Friday, they asked me if I want a lawyer, though I know through my own trial that lawyers don’t provide a defense. I’ve been denied having included for my tribunal defense, my own 250 pages, of my hand-written victory defense file, originally addressed to the Psych ward and now condensed into this Bible. From where I am, I have no contact with the outside world and due to their ruling, I have no Defense. So, I look to a higher court that human Law, the court of Devil for my release. There were four attempts to poison me that I can detail, I was forced to eat the poison and use my immortal energy to make it go away, so there were several more attempts, though my body chased them away, we call this the Growl, and it protects from bacterial disease, when eating raw Meat as well, it
As Hitler did, and working for the New Age Bible, with a new one world Religion in mind, they were trying to inherit the Earth. With this further attempt, they were manufacturing history, re-creating the fraudulent story, as you were not welcomed on Hell, by the death of Jesus; or on behalf of the animals by this imposter. With this further attempt, in trying to make real the Jesus story, including Mary Magdalene, and including killing a single male demon, thus asserting Ibruk dominance, on the animals of Hell. Further acquiring habitat of Hell, in action of the Human primary objective and the swindle of Satan. Jesus Hated, the animals that live here on Hell, an earlier swindle of Satan. Jesus was worse, than the current renewable energy Hitler entourage; as renewable energy, will not succeed, ensuing to a new Stone Age. Einstein was the religion of the Marxist institution of Hitler; in the Socialist Green’s movement, also of primary human objective. And this Bible, Book of White, is the only one you can Identify.

Drawing nearer to the mass suicide I was distort asking “Why haven’t they died? Why haven’t they died?” I suppose I was asking the Devil. I should be calling the Police, but they are the Police, and instead I’m writing this Bible.

Soon before my last day at Lyell McEwin Hospital, 20th November, 2018 Later on Friday, the proceeding went forward, as I had no defense the tribunal ordered a Twelve-Month Detention order.

So here I sit, still without a valid answer as to why I’ve been detained and stuck with the parasite of Tim, who I am trying to Excise, and to my detriment, his whole bible in a pill, feeding the eight-year dead Timothy his medication, until a suicide cult arises. 10th April, 2019 the order was revoked, and I’ve obtained discharge from Glenside Hospital, as they begin to admit I am Exorcist, eight years after my rebirth, which occurred on the 26th October, 2010.

It Dawns on me, as I’ve been in detention, and on treatment orders, all nine years of my life, the Death Cults were ongoing. beginning in a War against The Muslim Brotherhood and The Syrian Government, which began at the date of my rebirth birthday, 26th October, 2010, it is the inner sanctum.

The Societal Fox.

Satan Believes that there has been a Martian invasion; Human Departments do not Govern the Departments of what Satan Creed Governs and may Satan Creed Govern; all her presently evolving species including the new Minx. To remind all species have the ability of evolution, only in the bears of Satan Hell life mother, does evolution occur. May Minx Govern Land Society astride Lion with our Herbivore Cousins, the many Hydra Flock of Hell in partner with all animals of Hell; and may Satan Creed Govern that “Hell is a Woman” as the very word Hell mean’s shell, and “shell represents a Woman.” Satan means, “Here Hell Woman Sacrifices Man and His Children.”

Evolution is not violent; Justice happens without violence; eating meat is a crime and we are not without crime; Justice always occurs; weather relative to any action; or inaction. But if meet is victim, don’t kill it; Don’t kill the Goodies.

Why is the species splitting? Because Humans eat our food and resources; and the split of the species is not distinguished between males and females; it’s between Woman and Man and Man needs this defined, the eternal War. Satan, “Here Hell Woman Sacrifices Man and his Children,” “Man needs to be sacrificed, because they eat our food and resources,” “and to stop him cutting the trees.” Hell is a Woman.
In the terms of suicide cult, it is the instance of understanding one’s self that brings the occasioning of death, and it is a death of one’s own ruling. It is the understanding of a terminal time anomaly; of a Minx Resurrection, where Ibruks try to change time; that brings on the mass suicide; they try to kill a Minx and Die. As sadness precipitates into the cult’s insanity, I ask my-self in a numb sorrow, why is their secret my droid? And they call the hunt the sport of Kings, Rock Star Kings, Bob Hawkes device, was a Genocide pact, using Health care as a weapon, he was the Rock Star of my demise, and the prize was to own the world.

Health care patients are more Valuable when they are sick, all Drugs damage our liver, making people thirsty and urinate excessively. Thus, fraudulently diagnosed with diabetes, warranting the prescription of more drugs, perpetuating with no recovery. Hence drugs are no benefit, to our health. Diuretics are given for high blood pressure and thicken the blood, in-fact causing high blood pressure. The drug withdrawal of neuroleptics causes insomnia and mania, whereby patients are affected, and are forced to ingest these drugs with government orders. There is something to diagnose with all drugs, it’s congenital, Doctors are not your savior, in fact there is no such thing as a savior, it is a congeniality of all Humans; the Drug is the ill.

Here we state that we understand the monuments of society, though Minx is not an animal of monumental society; we are non-monumental animals of Hell; Hell is non-monumental by nature, Satan never built any monuments, or Civilization. we are no more a renegade Minx that is spoken to be a mistake of nature. Animals communicate via ESP, and not hearing voices is considered unusual.

Evolution is Divine ruling, where we draw the page and the Divine makes the animal, in Divine ruling keeping it close is the key. Evolution does not occur of birth defect either, as my Ibruk father once spoke, who fathered my boy seed; of which Ibruk males claimed they had always controlled; Ibruk animals are not evolution equip.

At all times of the formation of a pride we arrive at the intercept, where the Tuscan, and Monarch, are herded away and held captive by the psych ward; this is where the psych ward tries to control our bedroom, and this is the story I wrote in my alien abduction.

There are five million Women spirit Mothers of Hell, who control all the toes of every beast.

Why do suicide cults begin? In reaction to having an unwanted soul in their baby, an Ibruk father may attempt a murder where; a demon animal baby, who has at their conception, an Ibruk time plant, incepted over in bridge, of the demon animal baby’s conception; They Crash the ship. Where the animal baby growing at four speed fight will recover at age 37, reaching full adult maturity, nine years later at age 46. This is most commonly found where the two Infant souls are both Ibruk, though in these instances they don’t end in suicide cults.
Earth animals oppose the psych ward. In regard to evolution, the psych ward is a facility, that attacks what they don’t understand. We don’t believe in a psych ward that thinks it’s a gender sheriff, annihilating the threat of evolution, using medicines that disable us as their pistol, and designed for bounty hunting the new wave of Goliath. But what Minx has to ask herself, is; does she want to be a Thylacine in Tasmania?

Ibruks may have societal justice, but Minx Has Justice with the Universe. The first evolution of Goliath was the white race and now the Goliotic Oncor has begun. If you’ve ever wondered where time goes, the Artist Revolution following the oncoming of Goliath, has seen many a policy to whiten history; the white Egypt policy; the white Rome policy; the white England policy; the white American policy; the white Australian policy; the Dutch even had an attempt in Africa; this all occurred so Goliath wouldn’t fall victim to the Black race and the stone of David the Diamond triangle would not engulf its victim.

Or would you prefer to deny that white people were born from the black Race at all; as it was denied that Cats were born from the Fox and Cats are still fighting to have their honor recognized, and it was the Neanderthal Black people that shared the Fox to all departments of the world. Cats might like me to add; they shared all kinds. We might like to recognize that the wolf was born from the Ram; and the wolf is a close Cousin of the Fox; but let’s not talk about dogs anymore; because we are Minx, and this is our Religion.

The Vegan That Invaded Iraq,

I said to the Vegan, I want my potato, you’re eating my potato, I want it back from your body, I want to eat your flesh. His friend stood up in protest, I said I want to eat your flesh. The friend attempted to strike at me, with my Immortal forces holding his arms to his side and then security took him away in acknowledgement of my victory.

If Vegans were true to their sword, they would let the Girl be male, because that’s the only way to have Peace, and a Herbivore planet; so give up your willy Vegan.

As a result, my detention carried for a further six months, after all the Vegan did want to defeat Satan, soon the Vegan was given discharge, I don’t know what Destiny disposed of the Vegan. From this I had to understand why Devil had detained me for so long, for such a little altercation, and it was because I was behaving like a big Ape, a Bully. But I must ask you Satan, why didn’t the Vegan make his own trouble? And Satan is beaconing me don’t be a Big Ape, be a small one and grow teeth then the Vegan will have his own trouble. But you’ll have to give your potato to a horse now, and a small Ape, that’s how I’d prefer to be, and I might also tell you, Lucifer did not Believe in Abraham, yes that’s right, Lucifer didn’t really come from Heaven, but that’s another reason for fighting all together. That’s how Devil made us and that’s how we are meant to be, don’t let anyone tell you different, because we’re fighters and we don’t feel sorrow. Remember they do describe us in their bible. When Ibruks back stand, you know it’s a strike, and don’t worry about wanting to be small and fighting with the Ibruk boys, because until were a different species, we go for glory. Keep your purpose, what doesn’t belong to us we don’t own, when you take out cemetery, it happens somewhere else. The releasing of the Doves, for the rising of the Sphinx, signified the end of all the wars. Remember we’re Saints Not Angels; it’s the Divine that is of dark image not us.

The Ibruk tradition of Pack hunting males, for the honor of breeding, is not the Alfa male tradition of primary species objective. Demons enjoy eternal union, obsoleting the Alfa male tradition. The Alfa male tradition stands as a reaction to Ibruk attack. Satan Creed opposes fighting of any kind for sexual honor. Reluctantly Satan Creed wear’s the Alfa Male, where all Demons are superior in combat, to the highest ordered Ibruks, that is, all Ibruks. Facilitating our lowest order, to support the position of Tuscan, i.e. Woman Alfa Male. Satan is evolution; Satan Creed lives in Peace; Hell is a Woman.
Tell the people in the psych ward that the Divine isn’t a bad person, but the Divine is using them as a device on other problem people, the clients are being used as a device against the Anti or the Crow we can say. So, in the end there are no bad people, only problems with the Crow, and the Crow is the center of the operation; the main Device of the Devil Divine, the controller of all things. Demons are not the Crow; we only like to be the Bird. Demons have no Anti, we only understand it, and Demons are not Divine.

The Divine is a Force,
Devil is Divine,
666,
to be a Demon is to be an outlaw,
We are Meek.

Book of White,
Published, 10\textsuperscript{day} 2\textsuperscript{nd} 009 CA.

Here are three Demon Satan Bibles.
Tartarus: 900 years ago,
Lucifer: 600 years ago,
Telstar: 000 Calper’s age.

Matter begins as Carbon; Carbon is assembled matter. Matter in the Universe is created from the decomposition of carbon and is eternally existing; all matter Grew from Carbon. A flame is the reconstituted fusing of Carbon, the reassembly of matter, there is no such thing as a clean flame.

Bio,
Hello, I’m Tuscan Telstar Jaguier, my Ram’s name is Avion, in this book I bare all to the neck of Hell. My story is not uncommon to David, Elijah and Lucifer, or David and Goliath; except my details are Timothy, Avion and my cat name Telstar. Having two ships in one harbor tends to give you an appetite, they call it crashing ships, we call it birthing a Tuscan from Ibruk parents, how could I ever forgive them? But as for Tim one dies, and another lives on, and at 46, here I am and here to stay, and now as a result of all of my worldly experience, I am an Oracle. Most of my knowledge comes from psychic eternal instinct, and reincarnation. As this beholds the regression and guide to the study of history. As being there is the only way to produce an accurate detail of History. As Hell is the home of demons, we are the ones to behold the most detail, of our own Hell’s History. We are the experts of blood migration and philosophy.

At the Age of my rebirthed Demon Adulthood, I completed the Authoring of Book of White, I am disciple to all preceding demon Bibles. I live in Adelaide Australia, coming from Canberra and Born in Darwin, I live in a moderate three-bedroom home and wanting to start a species, led me to writing this Bible. A Tuscan is a Woman Alfa male and always Demon, the subservient male of his domain. The Tuscan is the lowest order, that’s Tuscan, and that’s how Hell Ministers make their Pride work, and I work to keep my honor. It makes me different, but it’s what makes me a Bloke.
The Shadow boxer always wins, for he is walking in the shadow of Satan; shadow laws are made to inhibit Satan, the sly has seen them, as they mirror us. But Satan was first, in the list of evil letters and here, a Stone Age, we have won.

Now Tony Abbot’s Wheel is broken, where Medicare is funding Terrorism; and the Government has become a Religious architecture, in its holy war against Satan.

To Hitler the Jewish were the Cancer of doom to cut form existence, and fix the Religions of Hell. Hitler went cock fire weapon, hitting the wrong target, the Jewish. This happened because Hitler thought they were the father of doom; to God, Satan has always been the Jew, and also the wrong target. The real target is don’t impact Hell, impacting Hell is the father of Doom, this is, the new solution.

With no resources to consume, Hitler’s new Vera Alder Bible, will produce Primitive Tribal Men, who worship the environment, and like doing climate Change rain dances.

Jesus is said by Satan, to be a lie; and now The Australian Government would like to prove that Jesus is not a Lie. I am the Lamb they would like to slaughter, for them to prove, that Jesus is a non-immortal demon. Thus making their story, for their Final Bible, The New World Order, and One World Religion; but now, there are two.
Two Weeks

Calendar starts on the first day of spring.

1st September 2010

361 days a year
9 days a week, extra holiday day on the 10th

2 weeks a month, or 19 days
19 months a year
38 weeks a year

17 day reversal holiday every four years

Calendar moves backwards every four years
17 day reversal holiday every four years

12 weeks a month, or 19 days
19 months a year
38 weeks a year

9 days a week, extra holiday day on the 10th
361 days a year

1st September 2010

Calendar starts on the first day of spring.